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Abstract
The paper introduces a new paradigm aimed to enable SMEs and innovative solutions into Industrial
Symbiosis (IS). Current practices require the management of diversified data for the potential sources and
sinks, established best practices, processing technologies and materials, process industries, performance
metrics, and other regional and local information pertinent to the domain of application. The development
of symbiotic links requires studies of practitioners, workshops and manual stages that discourage the
involvement of SMEs, are difficult to address options holistically and remain limited in capturing innovation
and new technologies. Even featuring best prospects for a sustainable practice, the absence of SMEs and
the smaller contributors deprives IS from the Triple Helix certificate and the potential to embrace the
society. A new paradigm is proposed that addresses limitations and promises a systematic approach, visual
interpretations of the results, sustainable means to re-use knowledge and the convenient inclusion of small
businesses in the network.

1 Introduction
Industrial symbiosis (IS) is one of the most successful and convincing applications of Industrial Ecology, a
science that is advancing sustainable industrial ecosystems through paradigms to support interactions and
exchanges between industrial flows and their surrounding environment. The purpose of an IS network is to
build collective flows among actors leveraging the exchange of materials to reduce carbon footprints,
eliminate landfill waste, and to further save virgin resources. IS networks exchange resources (by-products,
assets and services) through closed and sustainable lifecycles, supporting sustainable operation and
eliminating wastes. To this purpose, IS networks are excellent candidates to illustrate the concept and the
potential of the Triple Helix.
The notorious case of Kalundborg (Symbiosis 2012) introduced IS in the form of a closed model that
achieved to connect pre-selected industries (fish farms, power plant, refinery, pharmaceuticals plant,
wallboard manufacturers etc.), not only creating benefits for the involved industries but also proving the
power in building up synergies. IS networks are often set up on ad-hoc principles focusing on trading
material, energy and water to gain economic, environmental and social benefits (Lehtoranta et al. 2011).
The ad-hoc principles essentially imply that the collaboration is not normally through established
consumer/supplier relationship and that they occur within strict geographical and environmental
boundaries (Chertow, MR 2004).

The off-market prices of waste generate economic benefits and cost savings, not only in the production of
energy. Tighter integration enables further economic savings through cascading of water and energy and
sharing of utilities and services. Reuse, or alternative use of waste, energy and water accounts to
environmental benefits, diversion from landfills, the reduction in greenhouse gas (GHG), and an overall
improved efficiency in the use of virgin resource (Mirata and Emtairah 2005; Chertow, M 2007). Such
benefits are amplified by geographical boundaries and local operation. There is an increasing acceptance
that IS can yield measurable gains that could monitor, demonstrate and compare the success of each
venture (Desrochers 2004; Jacobsen 2006; Chertow, M 2007; Lehtoranta et al. 2011; Chertow, M and
Ehrenfeld 2012). Environmental and social benefits could be subsequently translated into targets for city
planners, development experts and real estate developers and agencies (Chertow, MR 2004; Alberta and
Kevin 2008).
The development of open IS models stands consistent with the dynamic nature of real-life networks. It
further promises apparent advantages in enabling unrestricted and wider participation of partners as well
as competitive terms in the exchange of materials and energy. The provision of government support in the
development of open state networks is reported to be vital (Lehtoranta et al. 2011). Open state models
have been set up in UK through NISP, the National Industrial Symbiosis Programme, (Boons et al. 2011;
Jensen et al. 2011), Brazil (Veiga and Magrini 2009) and several other places (Desrochers 2004; Mirata and
Emtairah 2005; Jacobsen 2006; Chertow, M 2007). Open models involve a scoping stage and a separate
stage to monitor established matches.
Existing IS support systems are thoroughly reviewed by Grant at al. (Grant et al. 2010). They typically
involve opportunity identification by mimicking input-output matching based on explicit data arranged in
proprietary databases, with some exceptions which address collaborative project and workflow
management. These support systems are dominantly helpful in the second phase of symbiosis, the phase of
operation and monitoring. Such an approach is justifiable by the fact that, with explicit knowledge
available, opportunity identification appears to be a logical starting point. Input-output matching appears
as a simple optimisation routine until more tacit knowledge is needed. As confirmed by Grant at al (Grant
et al. 2010), the only known system attempting to address challenges associated with the use of tacit
knowledge is the DIET system introduced by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency using production
rules as an expert system. Although the operation efficiencies of DIET are not known, the limitations of
production rules when dealing with higher level of tacit knowledge or attempting to share are well known
and have been proven in practice (Gruber 1995; Turban and Aronson 2001).
Despite their increasing and significant number, IS networks fall short of Triple Helix elements featuring
limited innovation, certainly a limited participation of SMEs and the society as a whole: there are missing
infrastructures to enable involvement, undeveloped functions to support innovation and inadequate means
to assist an active participation of municipal communities. Major technological challenges include the
provision of capabilities to involve partners and the systematic use of tacit knowledge available (Chertow,
MR 2004). A key issue relates to the linking process, i.e., the matching of resource inputs and outputs from
sinks and sources, respectively, to detect symbiotic links across actors. Link detection helps to build flows of
resources which are reused, recycled and remanufactured. Observing how these flows intersect, interact,
and affect natural systems, helps to understand the dissipation of materials and energy. In contrast to
virgin materials, waste materials and waste energy are typically substandard and beyond specifications as
they are not designed for reuse. Heterogeneity is difficult to define distinctively as material and energy
streams are primarily characterized by tacit knowledge based on associations, know-how expertise and
engineering intuition. Although rarely measured explicitly in practice, environmental and social benefits are
presumed in the process of establishing links, inevitably increasing the number of options to consider,

especially at the early stage of symbiosis. Substandard and non-market transactions add further
complexity.
Symbiotic links admittedly constitute a complex task that involves background (tacit) knowledge from a
variety of disciplines (chemical, mechanical and electrical engineering, chemistry, etc). Information and
Communication Technologies (ICT) could be particularly useful in realizing IS into a service by providing
ways to i) organize symbiotic data (resources, actors, flows) in taxonomies and catalogs, and ii) store this
data in databases for querying and retrieval. As the use of simple database technology (e.g. Crisp model by
NISP) has proved to limit the participation of SMEs whereas, by nature, is unable to capture tacit
knowledge and innovate. One requires instead advanced ICT technologies and semantically enabled dataspaces to trace and exploit. The goal of ontology engineering is to unlock the full potential of IS by enabling
the effective monitoring and exploitation of resource flows for various symbiotic levels and actors, leading
to sustainable organizations and communities.
The paper explains the use of ontology engineering in setting up a new paradigm for Industrial Symbiosis
capable of capturing and benefiting from tacit and explicit knowledge in IS to particularly supporting the
involvement of SMEs alongside the development of innovative solutions. The paradigm has been
demonstrated in a service, the eSymbiosis service, through a pilot running in the region of Viotia, Greece.

2 Application Domain: Regional Profile, SME Population and Industrial
Diversification
The eSymbiosis project has selected an application domain that features most of the adverse factors noted
above and known as responsible for the difficulties implementing IS and open models. The region of Viotia,
Greece (Figure 1), is located in the Northern border of Attica and is largely serving the capital hosting the
majority of industrial activity of the whole country. Viotia is one of the fifty-one prefectures of Greece and a
heavily industrialized region. It hosts numerous industries and recently expanded as the Prefecture of
Central Greece over an area of 3.211 square kilometres with a population of approximately 135.000
residents according to the general census of 1991. Its geographical position is advantageous from ancient
times. It now hosts over 3,000 SMEs and large industries though without any symbiotic activity reported so
far. Industrial production is the primal economic activity but the extensive flat area is also particularly rich
in agricultural production. The economic activity around its major cities of Livadia, Sximatari and Oinofita is
restricted to secondary activities, i.e. ginning houses, craft industrial units, etc. and services.

Figure 1 The geographical location of the Viotia region
The industrial sectors count for twenty five different divisions combined into eleven general sub-sectors of
food and beverage, leather and textiles, wood, pulp and paper, chemicals, manufacture of non-metallic
mineral products, basic metal production, retail, livestock farming, and unclassified industries. The
eSymbiosis has worked on a large portion of the existing industries (1,000 SMEs dispersed in 25 industrial
sectors) whose activity has been stored using conventional DB technology (Figure 2).

Figure 2 Database excerpt of activities in Viotia region
A subset of information contains data useful for symbiosis, the primary data, whereas the majority of the
information relates to activities marginal to that use, the secondary data. Primary data, as shown in Figure
3, include the location and the industrial code of each partner, the processes and the streams produced as
waste, as well as the capacity of the plant. Primal emphasis has been set on solid waste and includes
material and composition flows of waste and analytical properties of contaminants (Figure 4a and b).

Figure 3 Primary data on industries in Viotia region
With a focus on solid waste (Figure 4a), the emphasis on industrial sectors is shifted into basic metal
production, food and beverage, chemicals, plastic and rubber products, manufacturing of non-metallic
minerals. These clusters comprise approximately 62% of installed industries, namely 97 industries
metallurgical products (28%), 41 in food and beverage (11%), 77 in chemicals 77 (22%), and the largest
portion of the rest in plastic and rubber products. Secondary data include technology patents used in
production, details of the processing stages involved, as well as details of the environmental records and
reports to the state.

a)

b)
Figure 4 Available data on solid waste and contaminants in Viotia region

3 Industrial Symbiosis Challenges Using Conventional Technology
Data such as the presented for Viotia, contain information that could be directly used for IS operation, the
primary data, and data indirectly relevant or irrelevant to review symbiotic matches between IS
participants, the secondary data. Consequently, the challenges associated with the IS operation are:
i)

Capturing a broad spread of information about member companies and their resources. Even the
most basic waste exchange initiatives have a minimum requirement for data capture in order to
make them effective;
ii) Comprehensive analysis of vast amount of data which often contain mixing and perplexing patterns
difficult to purposefully identify;
iii) Benefiting from the latest advances, existing expertise and experience in IS to propose innovative
and technologically, economically and environmentally more effective options;

Current IS practice relies heavily on manual interpretation of data and analysis as offered on a case-by-case
basis by IS practitioners who are dedicated to a particular project. Data are stored using conventional
technologies e.g. the Crisp system used by NISP, U.K. Limitations have been reported in several practical
cases and are known to practitioners (Desrochers 2004; Mirata and Emtairah 2005; Jacobsen 2006; Veiga
and Magrini 2009; Boons et al. 2011; Jensen et al. 2011; Chertow, M and Ehrenfeld 2012). The level of
challenges involved is demonstrated by the number of only technology relevant options related to plastic
alone, as shown in Figure 5. In addition, the IS integration of small and medium enterprises (SME), which
are attributed by variable financial and otherwise resources and higher dynamics of operation, has been
reported as minimal and to the level of almost non-existence. At the same time, the expertise, experience
and records established by the numerous studies and cases of IS offer critical mass to consolidate the
knowledge to be beneficially used in IS practice.

Figure 5 Technology related options in processing plastic waste
Capturing and classifying data is a key aspect to initiate IS synergy and integration. Basic information relates
to the company identity, (the company profile), the nature of their activity and the occasional synergies
from their combined activity and location. Even structured data, such as the ones presented for Viotia,
contain a significant amount of information to purposefully extract: in establishing matches, data can be
used directly, the primary data, indirectly or may be even irrelevant, the secondary data, to the analysis. In
the classification and interpretation of the data one is faced with:
i) Synonyms and alternative interpretations of waste content and industrial activity,
ii) Semantics in the links that review and establish synergies,
iii) Challenges in capturing of knowledge from best practice and new technologies.
In addressing challenge i), IS practice currently relies on a manual interpretation of data in the course of
workshops held with industry. Data are stored using conventional database technologies which assume
assistance and involvement of experts and practitioners familiar with the internal data structures. The
dynamic nature of the data can apparently be addressed only with repeats of workshops, always with the
involvement of users and experts. Small and medium enterprises (SME) are required to allocate people that
devote time to understand and integrate case studies into symbiotic networks. Such involvement translates
into an overhead cost that SMEs are often unable to contribute.
In addressing challenge ii), one should develop links between companies, also with the involvement of
experts. Figure 5 demonstrates an example for links with technological relevance alone and which are

developed in the course of a symbiosis network for polymers. This example makes apparent that links are
rich on semantics and that the use of conventional database technology is unable to withhold the dynamic
footprint of the information produced. Once again, assisted by practitioners the users have to manually
provide for semantics so that one could match sources and sinks. Practices and limitations are well
reported in the literature as well as the challenges for technologies to cope with a systematic search
(Mirata and Emtairah 2005; Chertow, M 2007; Boons et al. 2011).
Quite apparently, the most difficult challenge relates to statement iii) since the modelling and the capture
of knowledge remains a fundamental problem. One should note that there are numerous options to
review, there exist several criteria in selecting matches e.g. economics, distance, footprints etc., and one is
faced with a tedious task to holistically review the network. Instead, practices rely on a limited number of
ideas produced by experts using expertise biased on best practice that is often neglecting emerging and
innovative solutions.
To address the challenges outline above one should:
i)

Facilitate the development of company profiles so that to assist SMEs to enter. Such challenges
should be able to capture the industrial profile of the company and tackle with the multiple
interpretations of the information that relates to materials and technologies;
ii) Enable the capture semantically-rich concepts and synergies so that they should not be simply
taxonomies (conventional technologies) but technologies that enable the inclusion of properties,
associations and a dynamic link with data;
iii) Enable knowledge engineering technology so that new technologies and solutions can be
embedded, exploited and reviewed holistically.
Motivated by the challenges above, the paper introduces a new paradigm for Industrial Symbiosis poised to
assist SMEs and systematize the inclusion of new technologies. The paper draws on advantages in systems
engineering and deploys ontology engineering to build models for material streams and technologies with
reference to their technological, economic and environmental properties. The ontology representations are
rich on semantics and include classifications with syntactic terms, such as scientific names, trade names,
synonyms, commercial codes, physical and chemical properties, models for relevant production and
processing technologies, properties and associations. The model-assisted paradigm enables the
development of a service appropriate for SMEs, also means to systematize the inclusion of new and
innovative solutions. The work is a collaborative project, part of an EU-supported project, and combines
real-life data from Section 2, the experience of practitioners, and IS and ontology engineering expertise
from academics.

4 The scope for Ontology Engineering
4.1 Background
The proposed paradigm to enable Industrial Symbiosis operation capitalises on the knowledge
representation using ontologies. The representation includes material and technology classifications by
their syntactic terms (scientific and trade names, synonyms, commercial codes etc), physico-chemical
properties (waste composition ontology) and production and processing properties. It enables acquisition
of explicit data from companies in the form usable for planning and IS integration. The ontologies are also
designed to capture and convert existing tacit knowledge which resides with IS experts into the form than
can be inferred, shared and prepared to grow. Integration of IS relevant tacit and explicit knowledge with
data from proprietary and public datasets on geographical locations, availability, environment and

economic aspects offers the opportunity to configure IS service to regional priorities and objectives and to
become a useful decision making tool for local agencies and planning bodies.
Ontologies are used for knowledge representation and processing. They are formalised as interlinked and
otherwise characterised group of terms and concepts that describe a specific domain, the IS domain in this
work (Gruber 1995). The terms are organised in a class-subclass structure per their belongings and
associations, the subsumption, enhanced with properties that characterise them and labelled by additional
information to supplement the respective semantic, i.e. labels with multilingual synonyms or link to
relevant datasets. The restrictions on properties allow for higher level of knowledge representation, i.e.
conditional or procedural logic, and for inferring new knowledge. Ontology can be instantiated and hence
represent specific entities of the domain. More rigorously, an ontology is defined as a six-tuple (Ehriq and
Staab 2004) which consist of the following:
§

§

§
§

§
§

a set of classes sharing common properties. Classes are organised in a hierarchical subsumption per
belongings of entities or instances they consist of. Classes have unique names which relate them to
domain concepts. Classes can also be labelled with additional and relevant information and/or link to
relevant datasets and other sources of relevant useful information,
a set of properties which characterise classes. There are two types of properties; data properties and
object properties. Data properties take data values (such as strings, integers etc.) while the object
properties provide links between concepts of the ontology in the form of the purpose defined
relationships,
the subsumption of relationships between classes which are organised in a property-subproperty
manner,
a set of instances. Every class can contain instances. Classes without instances, the empty classes,
contain only properties and they are used to enhance the semantic aspect of ontology. Attaching
instances to a class is the process known as ontology instantiation,
a set of values that fill in the relations attached to the class that an instance is member of,
a set of axioms which are restrictions defined on classes and which acts over certain properties.
Axioms can act in three different ways: i) to restrict the range of an object property, ii) to define the
cardinality over an object or data property, and iii) to define the exact value over a property, instances
for object properties and data values for data properties.

Semantic aspect of ontology makes them suitable for integration with and reusing already developed
ontologies, and to share, specifically over the internet. They are easily updated and hence capable to
reused and to grow.
In the proposed paradigm, classes, object properties and restrictions on the properties are used to model
knowledge in the domain of IS acquired from the IS experts at the design stage of the ontology. This
includes associations between waste streams and processing technologies, Triple Helix characterisation of
IS process for technological, economic and environmental features, dynamics of IS in respect to resource
properties, i.e. pattern of availability, and effectiveness of potential matches from past experience and/or
role and operational properties of partners. Knowledge modelling also includes detailed classification and
characterisation of waste (resources) and processing technologies (solutions) supplemented by ontologies
of methods of measurements and units of measurements, geographical name spaces and material
properties. An example of IS ontology is shown in Figure 6, the ontology which addresses complex problem
in Figure 5 by classifying and characterising particular type of material, including plastics.

Figure 6 Excerpt of IS ontology
Ontology can be inferred by processing implemented restrictions. The inference reclassifies ontology to suit
particular requirement of IS operation, such as finding suitable resource in confined geographical and
economic environment, and to provide justification for proposed matches. In essence, the ontology
inference can generate new knowledge that could be useful for decision making at all level of IS operation.
Data properties within ontology are used to characterise instances of classes, that is terms and concepts.
Among them are those which represent IS participants. As such, the process of instantiation, that is the
process of increasing the population of IS participants, refers to acquiring explicit knowledge on companies
and arranging and analysing it according to IS relevance. For example, instantiated participants are readily
classified by the type of source available, range of quantity and availability, dynamic of supply etc. Also,
ontology instantiation enables integration of tacit knowledge in domain of IS with explicit one from the IS
participants. Properly instantiated ontology enables identification of IS relevant patterns, i.e. regional or
seasonal resource and technology availability, or economic and environmental potential. We characterise
instances with Triple Helix relevance for technological, economic and environmental properties, as
explained in Section 5.
Ontologies can be matched one with another based both their structural and data properties. The outcome
of ontology matching refers to the semantic similarity between them. Semantic similarity not only includes
similarity based on explicit and quantified values, but also based on associations and purpose framed
description. Within proposed paradigm, ontology matching is used to establish synergy chains with
technological, economic and environmental relevance.
Here, the ontology has a threefold purpose: i) to enable increasing the population by navigating users
through the registration process, ii) to provide the Triple Helix referencing and a common vocabulary for IS
domain, and iii) to support the identification of possible synergies and input-output matching.
During the process of registration, the ontology navigates the user to provide respective data. More
precisely, the ontology defines the path that the user follows during the registration process which is
adjusted to the past history of information provided, all with the purpose to collecting as much information
from participants and to reformulate it in IS sense. Collected data, from the properties of the concepts, are

used to form the instance of the user. For this purpose, labels and other annotation properties are used
with an aim to improve the readability of the ontology and hence the user experience. Labels are also used
to allow for multilingual modelling of the ontology.
The ontology provides a standardised vocabulary for the given domain and helps in tackling heterogeneity.
It also facilitates the use of synonyms hence removing the jargon barrier and any latent syntactic issues by
the use of an industry specific terminology. The vocabulary is used as a common reference for the matching
process. The concept Resource plays a key role in this process because it is used as the reference for
calculating similarity between inputs and outputs, as described in Section 5.2.
The proposed paradigm is implemented as a web service, the eSymbiosis service.

4.2 Outline of the proposed symbiosis service
The eSymbiosis service is implemented as a web service accessible through a web portal Figure 7. The
service is built around ontology which embeds tacit knowledge in the domain of IS provided by the IS
experts and practitioners. Users are described by a separate ontology, the service description ontology, and
based on the explicit knowledge captured during the registration with the service. Describing users by the
service description ontology allows for matching based on the Triple Helix approach in respect with
technological, economic and environmental relevance. As the result of matching, the users are provided
with information for all total and partial matches and their justification, but also with potential economic
and environmental benefits needed for planning and decision making. The eSymbiosis service is a
multilingual service which bridges national borders and it is currently implemented in English and Greek.
Built around the ontology, the eSymbiosis service is capable of reusing knowledge from other domains,
such as material properties, measurement and geographical name spaces. It is designed to grow and to
share. With wide accessibility and supported by wide range of proprietary and public information, the
eSymbiosis service also serves to promote IS to industry, especially SMEs, and government agencies and
general public.

Figure 7 eSymbiosis platform structure
The eSymbiosis service is a self-help system capable to replicate. It supports all the functions of IS
operation: i) the user registration through a web portal, ii) resource/solution characterisation based on the
explicit knowledge from the user and tacit IS knowledge captured in the ontology, iii) synergy identification

and input-output matching supported by the matching engine, and iv) monitoring of IS operation and
reporting, as shown in Figure 8.
The user registration stage captures explicit knowledge from the user. In particular it includes information
about the company, such as activities of the company, contact information and the location. Some of this
information is used for the process of synergy identification, i.e. location, while other are used for
monitoring and reporting purposes, i.e. industrial activity.

Figure 8 Functionality of the eSymbiosis platform
Resource and solution characterisation stage enables the user to provide information about company
produced waste resources, resources used in its production and processing technologies they use for their
activities, as they are known at the time. Information includes e.g. type of resource or technology, physical
form of resource, contaminations, requirements of the technology, availability of resource and capacity of
the processing technology, cost, etc. This process is fully controlled by the ontology models establishing the
integration of tacit knowledge in the domain of IS and explicit knowledge from the user. In retrospect, the
eSymbiosis service infers the integrated knowledge and hence classifies each waste resource or solution
according to the developed waste, material and solution classifications taking into account information
such as scientific and trade names, synonyms, commercial codes, physical properties, chemical properties
and production and processing terminology. Consequently, a service description ontology is created
describing every user in IS sense.
All possible synergies are established by matching the user service description ontology with service
description ontologies of all available user population. The process is supported by specifically designed
matching engine and the outcome is ranked by semantic relevance of the match. Explanation facility within
eSymbiosis service justifies every match based on the currently available knowledge on the users and
respective matches. Chaining matching is also possible allowing for more complex integration and/or
targeted outcome of the synergy.
The monitoring and reporting stage takes place only after the synergy has been decided upon and
operation is in place. As with the current IS practice, users report details of operation in regular time
intervals which, together with information available from the knowledge model, is used to determine and
report benefits.

5 Knowledge models and matching
5.1 Ontology models
The eSymbiosis ontology is representing knowledge in the domain of IS. It is implemented with four levels
of abstraction: i) meta-level, ii) top-level, iii) domain level, and iv) instantiation level, as shown in Figure 9.
The meta-level includes general concepts that are independent of the domain and can be applied
universally. The meta-ontology is organised for sharing and reusing, but it also provides a better
understanding for users outside the IS domain and those not familiar with ontology engineering
(Marquardt et al. 2010). This levels defines fundamental IS ontology concepts Object and Property. The
concept Objects (Trokanas et al. 2012) represents all the physical assets associated with the domain. The
concept Properties includes the attributes that describe the objects defined in the ontology. Both are
labelled with additional explanations for use and non-experts to understand. In eSymbiosis service, the
meta-level serves to promote and explain.
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Figure 9 The IS ontology design
The top level of the ontology contains abstract concepts of the IS domain which can also be applied in other
related and/or similar domains. These concepts are:
·
·
·
·

Role, the different types of participants that can be part of a symbiotic synergy;
Solution, processing technologies that can process resources (inputs) and produce outputs in the
form of material, energy and water;
Resource, materials, waste, energy, products, water and expertise that a user might have to offer or
require;
Attributes, information used to describe the other three top level concepts in Triple Helix terms of
technological, economic and environmental properties.

Besides the top level concepts, this level also define top-level object properties that provide relationships
between the four concepts, as shown in Figure 9.

The top level concepts are presented as ontology modules at the domain level. Four ontology modules are
described here.
Role represents the different types of users of the system. It is the entry point of the service where the user
navigation begins. Our system supports three different types of users: resource (waste) provider as
ResourceProducer, resource sinks as ResourceConsumer and processing technology providers as
SolutionProvider.
Resource module is formulated for integration of multiple knowledge sources such as the general
knowledge about process industry, existing classifications of resources and expert IS knowledge related to
resources to include past experience. In the eSymbiosis service, resources are classified in four different
ways:
1. Resource by source is based on the European Waste Catalogue (EWC) (EC 2002) which is the
classification widely accepted by waste managing agencies and currently in use by majority of IS
practitioners. EWC is a six digit code based on the source that the resource is derived from. Combined
with EWC STAT (EC 2010) (statistical version), it allows for a broad classification of almost all types of
waste;
2. Resource by characteristic where resources are classified based on their key characteristics, such as
hazardness, processing requirements or phase (solid, liquid or gas);
3. Products classification which classifies waste per product it is based on aiming to allow users with all
levels of expertise to classify their resource. e.g. a restaurant chain having plastic water bottles and not
knowing their composition or other physical properties;
4. Resource by material type. This sub-module of the ontology is the core sub-module because it has
been designed to intrinsically invoke similarity for classes that are close to each other in the
subsumption tree, unless otherwise stated. It is used as the common reference for all other submodules including the solutions which are linked to it by object properties such as those related to
composition (hasComposition), product (hasProduct) etc. This classification is used in the process of
semantic matching.
As for the solutions, to our knowledge no classification is readily available for processing technologies.
Based on the data from the literature, and following a principle similar to that for resource classification,
we have implemented the following technology groups:
i.

Solution by input which is classified based on the resources the solution can process. This is the most
straightforward classification that assumes the expert knowledge of the user;
ii. Solution by characteristic which is classified based on key characteristics, primarily related to the final
product (material, energy or water);
iii. Solutions by Industry. This classification is based on the industry sector a solution can be found in and
it requires a lower level of expertise from the person who registers the solution;
iv. Solution by Type. This classified is based on the type of the technology as defined in the literature.
Some of the categories are Thermochemical, Mechanical, Biochemical etc.
The module Attributes contains all the peripheral information that describe and define the main concepts.
The principle of this concept is very similar to the properties that are characterises resources and solutions
for input-output matching and which are defined in Table 1. However, the two should not be confused. The
use of concepts for the modelling of an attribute has been chosen over the use of properties for cases
where it allows more flexibility in the design such as to enable the use of more than one language. The
concepts that form the Attributes module are related to process of IS in terms of pattern of supply
(PatternOfSupply), measurement (UnitOfMeasurement), location (Location) and availability (QuantityType).

Properties serve multiple purposes in the ontology and include object properties establishing various links
between concepts in the form of associations and data properties serving as attributes of the concepts.
Object properties are used for i) navigation of the user during the registration process, ii) collecting
information from the user in order to instantiate the ontology; and iii) calculating the semantic similarity
between different user profiles during the matching process and based of tacit IS knowledge. The data
properties are used for i) collecting information from the user in order to instantiate the ontology, and ii)
calculating the semantic similarity between different user profiles during the matching process and based
on the explicit knowledge on resources and solutions. All the properties used in the ontology are listed in
Table 1 where the names of the properties are self-explanatory. The property list is not exhaustive but
denotes all facets of the properties. Two of the object properties that are used for navigation during the
registration process are hasResource and hasSolution providing links between the concept Role and the
concepts Resource and Solutions.
Table 1 The ontology properties
Property
geo:location
hasResource
hasSolution
hasPatternOfSupply
hasComposite
processInput
canProcess
needsEnergy
needsWater
processOutput
hasProduct
hasQuantity
hasProcessingPrice
hasAnnualCost
isValidFrom
isValidUntil

Domain
Role
ResourceProvider
SolutionProvider
Resource
Products,
ResourceBySource
Solution
Solution
Solution
Solution
Solution
Solution
Resource
ResourceBySource
Materials
Resource
Resource

Range
Geo:SpatialThing
Resource
Solution
PatternOfSupply

Feature
Social, Operational
Operational
Operational
Operational

ResourceByType

Operational

Resource
Resource
Energy
Water
Resource
Resource
float
float
float
date
date

Operational
Operational
Environmental
Environmental
Operational
Operational, Environmental
Operational, Environmental
Environmental, Economic
Environmental, Economic
Operational
Operational

The data properties are used for acquiring information about the user as opposed to navigation. In some
cases, the object properties are used for the same purpose. The use of object properties for this collecting
information about users facilitates the multilingual design of the ontology. One example of such a case is
the hasPatternOfSupply object property which offers two possible options for the user: Batch and
Continuous, both implemented as instances.
The use of restrictions allows applying the concepts to lower levels of abstraction. They are also an
essential tool for modelling the tacit knowledge. An example of using the restrictions is demonstrated in
Figure 10 with semantic that something to be a member of the class NonFerrousMetalsAndAlloys, it must
be a member of the class EWC120103 and linked by the object property hasComposition.

Figure 10 An example of the restriction on the property
Restrictions are also very important for modelling the solutions. More specifically, restrictions are used to
define the inputs and outputs of a process (Figure 11), which is important for both matching and exploring
general options.
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Figure 11 Solution high level design
The domain-level ontology details concepts from the top-level as detailed resource and technology
classifications and also embeds knowledge on IS obtained from IS experts. In the present implementation,
the domain ontology contains several thousand concepts and the hierarchical subsumption of the top four
levels of concepts is shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12 The first three levels of IS domain ontology
The instantiation level of the ontology, as shown in Figure 9, enables the increase of the population of
ontology by the users as they register their resources or solutions. Instances in eSymbiosis knowledge
model do not only represent users. They are also created for the concepts that are members of Attributes
and which are listed in Table 2.
Table 2 Instances of the concepts Attribute
Concept
PatternOfSupply
UnitOfMeasurment
QuantityType

Instances
Continuous, Batch
kg, tonnes, m3 , litre, acres, m2
Liquid, Solid, Powder, Solution, Emulsion, Gas, Flake,
Slurry

The key of the ontology, and hence the whole eSymbiosis service, is the multilingual operation. The
multilingualism feature facilitates the dissemination and use of the system in more than one countries
offering a customised service for each case. In the current implementation the eSymbiosis service supports

two languages, English and Greek. The multilingual aspect is implemented on the basis that every concept
in one language has a direct translation in other languages, the one-to-one relationship. He one-to-many
and many-to-many relationship of translation is the topic of current research and will be implemented in
sSymbiosis service at the later stage.

5.2 Service outline and Semantic Matching
The process of identifying potential synergies between two different industries, the input-output matching
as the IS integration enabler, is within eSymbiosis service translated into an ontology matching process.
Semantic matching process is defined as a technique used in computer science for identifying semantic
relevance between information encoded in an ontology format. Semantic relevance and the description of
semantic similarity measures are interpreted according to the domain of discourse. For the process of IS
this relevance is interpreted in relation to the resource input/output type and characteristics with Triple
Helix relevance to technological, economic and environmental aspects. The matching is performed upon
explicit knowledge provided by the user during the registration and, more importantly, based upon tacit
knowledge captured in the domain ontology and through integrated knowledge generated by ontology
inference.
Semantic relevance between members of the eSymbiosis service is established by matching respective
description ontologies of users using the purposely designed inference engine and ontology matchmaker
engine. The metrics used for the matching are all modelled in the service description ontology, as shown
and described in Table 3.
Table 3 Matrics for input-output matching
Matching Metrics

Description

Type of Resource
Quantity
of
Resource

Refers to the knowledge classification in the domain ontology
The matching industry should be able to process not only the
type but also the amount. This might result in multiple matches
which can be combined to match the requested amount.
Whether it is supplied in batches or continuously
Presents the availability period of a resource
Presents the location of each site belonging to industries, based
on longitude and latitude

Pattern of supply
Availability
Location

Semantic matching in the eSymbiosis service enables more then pure automation of the IS process. It builds
intelligence within the service that allows types of matching which are otherwise difficult to comprehend.
More precisely, by using the implicit and tacit knowledge modelled and inferred from the ontology through
relationships between material and the knowledge about their application and use, the service is capable
to offer alternative options. In situations where an exact solution is not identifiable, it is possible to identify
solutions which handle similar type of resources and present them to the user together with the level of
semantic similarity justified. The knowledge about application of resources in certain industries, which is
modelled through the hasApplication relation in the domain ontology, empowers the creation of suggestive
matches where an alternative application area for the resource exists. Another aspect empowered by
semantic matching is the notion of partial matching. By current practice and in conditions where registered
industries can only partially satisfy a request, the exact matching procedure returns no results, completely
discarding possibilities, where the requester might have been able to negotiate a symbiosis or find a
combination of matches to fulfil its needs. In contrast, the semantic matching engine provides the
requesting industry with a list of these matches as potential choices and opportunities for processing, reusing and replacing their resources while measuring and ranking their degree of relevance. This allows
industries to analyse all possibilities and therefore to make informed decisions in establishing a synergy.

In addition to discovering potential synergy opportunities, the users can benefit from the eSymbiosis
service to gain knowledge about various options and solutions that exists for a type of resource. These
options are provided regardless of physical existence of registered member to provide the solution. The
suggestions merely serve as general information. As an example, a user looking to identify possible uses of
aluminium will be provided with the following targeted options: Aluminium Foil Production, Bearing Steel
Production, Extruded Aluminium Profiles Production, Iron Powder Production, Primary Aluminium
Production, Remelting of Aluminium Scrap, Rolled Aluminium Sheet Production, Scrap-based Aluminium
Production, Virgin Aluminium Production.
In the present implementation we use three types of matching: i) direct matching, ii) chain matching or
backward engineering, and iii) resource decomposition.
Direct matching occurs when the input and output of the two industries are matched taking into account
any semantic similarity that exists between the resource types. In consequence, the system is not only
bound to identifying exact matches but can also semantically interpret the relationship that different
concepts have with each other to provide intelligent solutions to the requester, as shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13 Direct matching
Chaining matching is performed when a user needs a certain type of output, i.e. energy or material, and it is
looking for a user with resource which could be processed to that type of output. This process includes a
technology provider medium, also known as enabler, which is capable of processing a resource and
producing targeted output, energy or material. This type of matching could be established by a backward
engineering process, performing two direct matching between the first user and the enabler, and then
between the enabler and the second user, as shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14 Chaining matching
Resource decomposition is performed when a certain type of resource could be decomposed before being
processed or used by any of available solutions. The knowledge regarding the composition of the resource
is mainly extracted by the tacit knowledge modelled in the domain ontology and using the property
hasComposite combined by the information each user provides regarding the composition of its resource.
This type of matching increases chances of discovering a beneficial symbiotic match, as there might be
technologies which are capable of processing the composites of the resource rather than resource in its
natural state. This matching approach requires a one–to-many match between the waste/resource
producers and technology providers which are capable of processing any composition. The resource
decomposition type of matching is illustrated in Figure 15.

Figure 15 Resource decomposition matching
In the present implementation the process of matching is performed in three stages: i) elimination, ii)
semantic matching and ranking, and iii) performance ranking, as shown in Figure 16.

Figure 16 process of matching
The elimination stage performs an initial elimination of matches, the process which is based on the role of
user and availability of resources. A resource producer is matched against solution providers and vice
versa. The user role is extracted from the serviceCategory property within each industry’s instant of service
description. Additionally, only industries which have overlapping availability of resource with the requester
will be considered for the next level of matching, while others are eliminated. The availability overlap is
captured and compared through data properties validFrom and validTo, as presented in the semantic
service descriptions of users.
The semantic relevance of the industries is primarily based on the similarity of the resource type (Distance
Measurement in Figure 16) which is further enhanced by matching of resource characteristics and general
industry information (Attribute Matching in Figure 16). They are aggregated together into a similarity
measure. The hasType object property within the ontology of every industry refers to a resource type
within the domain ontology. As mentioned earlier, the domain ontology captures all types of relationships
that exists between various type of resources and material. Therefore, the semantic similarity
measurement of the resource type is performed directly on the graph presentation of the domain ontology,
using distance measurement techniques. Details on used properties in the process of matching are
illustrated in Figure 17.

Figure 17 eSymbiosis matching

After input – output matching the users are provided with the set of match ranking based on the
approximation of possible outcomes based on performance metrics. This gives the user an idea of how
each synergy establishment is likely to benefit the industry from various aspects. The factors included are
environmental, financial and social aspects (Figure 18). This enables users to consider potential matches in
the context of a wider range of benefits and make informed choices based on their particular business
priorities.

Figure 18 Industrial symbiosis performance factors

6 Demonstration and Case Studies
The Environmental Manager of Allumex Ltd., which is an aluminium casting company residing in the area of
Viotia and producing aluminium billet, is looking into ways of disposing aluminium waste generated by the
aluminium casting process and which company cannot process further itself. The manager, therefore,
registers the company with the eSymbiosis service through a two-step process. First, details which identify
the company and to formulate request are entered. This include company name, contact details, location,
size, but also the type of interest such as whether the company has resources for disposal or has
technology available for processing, as shown in Figure 19.

Figure 19 Initial registration stage
During the second stage of registration, the manager is prompted to provide details about the waste
available. The eSymbiosis service navigates the manager through all options about the waste and, based on
the answers to each question, determines next set of questions. The collection of the information goes as
deeply into details as manager can provide answers about the resources available by EWC classification,
type of the product the resource is based on, type of material or general characteristics, or combination of
some or all of them. Since the manager knows the EWC code for the type of waste, the registration process
takes the classification path to by code and managers enters the EWC120103 code. The nonferrous metal

filing and turnings is automatically extracted, as shown Figure 20. The manager completes then other
properties of waste that are available at the time: amount of 300 Tonnes/month, pattern of supply
continuous and the period in the year during which the waste is available during period March to June, and
the mode of availability which is not one-off.

Figure 20 Process of registering the type of resources
Once all the details are entered, the manager can request matching to see potential matches with all
already registered members of the eSymbiosis service. The system then provides the results in the format
shown in Figure 21.
Company Name

Process

Sider
Copper Turnings
Polyrom
CD-ROM manufacturing
HES Ltd.
Hydro Electricity System
Ferral
Aluminium Incineration
Recycling Hellas
Metal Recycling
ElectroPower Electronic Control Unit’s housing manufacturing
AutoComp
Seatbelt’s car sense ball manufacturing
Enviro Recycling
Anaerobic Digestion
4PS
Adhesive Production
AluCy
Aluminium Recycling
Compo
Aluminium Capacitor Production

Resource type

Quantity

EWC120103
Aluminium
Lead
Aluminium
NonFerrousMetal
Aluminium Alloy
Aluminium Alloy
Biodegradable Material
EWC12
Aluminium Cans
Aluminium Foil

3500
60
3000
30
1200
6000
20
150
2450
20
60

Pattern of
Supply
continuous
continuous
continuous
Batch
continuous
continuous
Batch
continuous
continuous
continuous
Batch

Distance (km)
7.162
4.879
6.200
7.154
6.638
5.035
6.724
8.830
7.272
12.855
5.409

Similarity
Measure
85%
73%
70%
56%
54%
48%
46%
42%
40%
33%
32%

Figure 21 Matching results
The matching results show all the companies that are capable of using the waste generated by Allumex Ltd,
along with the level of respective match in percentage (Similarity Measure column). The Resource type
column shows the exact resource that the registered industries, more precisely those which are relevant to
the request, are or might be interested in. Quantity, Pattern of Supply and Distance data further justify the
relevance of matches. Based on the results in Figure 21, it is evident that eSymbiosis service does not only
consider exact matches, but also all companies with available technology solutions which have practically
reasonable similarity to aluminum waste available from Allumex Ltd.
Although in the given case and instance Allumex Ltd did not found a 100% match with solution providers,
the manager decides to take the initiative to proceed further: based on the details about the matches the
manager is capable of making informed decisions. For example, the manager might wish to negotiate a
synergy with the company Sider although their requirement for processing is more than what Allumex Ltd

has to offer. This might give Sider a chance to allocate part of the resource they require. Also, Allumex Ltd
might decide to negotiate a synergy with Ferral by acquiring information about their storage capacity since
they require batches of aluminum waste whereas Allumex Ltd generates it continuously in the given
period. At this point, the user is able to obtain general information about the industries in order to proceed
further with establishing the synergy.
Another option offered by eSymbiosis service is the identification of some general options about a
resource. In this case, the manager of Allumex Ltd might decide to explore other possible options available
for aluminum. Using a searching facility within eSymbiosis service, the user gets the results shown in Figure
22 which demonstrate potential uses of aluminum with focus on Allumex Ltd local area.

Figure 22 General information about available resources
Following these results, the user can then further explore her options by searching for companies that
might use one of these technologies. In the case of Alumex, they decide to search for Bearing Steel
Production which generates the following results (Figure 23) which become available to the manager.

Figure 23 Locations of the resources
This gives the company an idea of how many industries in the region might be interested in their waste.

7 Conclusion
The paper explains a new paradigm for Industrial Symbiosis empowered by ontology engineering and
semantics. The paradigm is particularly attractive for SMEs and capable to capture knowledge from
practitioners. The paper explains how knowledge models are applied on a real-life study consolidating
practices and capturing tacit knowledge from IS experts. Developments include respective ontology
representations for resources, solution classifications, the characterisation of materials, the role of
participants, as well as the operational aspects of the Industrial Symbiosis service. The developments are
capable of reusing knowledge (existing ontologies), also for sharing knowledge, material properties,
metrics, regional features (locations and name of partners) and practices. Ontology support the
development of automated profiles for industries and support their needs through a semantic web service.
The work is intended for testing and interactions with users and is planned to support the development of a
communication hub to promote symbiosis in the target region.
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